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Walking Meditation
By Sean Vernon
Lying on a pillow of air
pure as a river in spring,
I'm listening to lullabies on a breeze,
that’s quivering in the sunshine,
amid the sounds of laughing birds.
This is the realm I’ve been searching for;
it teems with a silent heartbeat
from the world I’ve tumbled into,
glad to be here, with no thought of seeing my way out,
anytime soon,
closing on eternity.
equally stocked with doubt and ever-changing belief.
I love this path
and these reliably astounding woods
that have shown me places I’d rather forget
and others I hope to always remember.
Some of the molecules I breathed
have stopped hunting me down;
my body no longer fights with itself
every hour of every day.
I feel at one with the beauty enshrouding me,
am able to cross flowering fields,
in a prayer of thanks
to this gently unfolding world,
staying open to every plume drifting my way.
My eyes, open wide and curious,
see nature and I, after a long struggle,
once again friends.
I can never be sure what home looks like,
or where, exactly, it lies and how to get there,
but I so long to arrive
and hope the doors will open for me when I do.
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Paintings by Tracy Vernon
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Top photos:
1. Brian with Tracy Vernon, whose paintings were recently exhibited at the Joan
Allen Art Gallery.
2. The Camphill Foundation Board Fellows had a retreat in our community.
Middle:
1. Christiane Marks gave a talk and signed copies of her new book.
2. Kristina attended the annual Golden Gathering for Seniors. She’s seen here with
Senator Daphne Jordan, the gathering’s host.
Bottom:
1. Jean & Justine from the Kirkridge Retreat & Study Center toured our community
with David.
2. The Berkshire Chamber Players opened our chamber music series.
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Welcome to Roger Makepeace. He’s our
new neighbor at Magnolia House. He
recently moved from North Carolina.

Margaret helped Anna move to her and
Brian’s new apartment in Sunrise cohouse.

Jacob said farewell after his three-month
internship at Camphill Ghent.

Simon with his orange hand
and his Halloween pumpkin.
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Louise Frazier celebrated her
birthday with a Halloween
party - she’s born on All
Hallow’s Eve!

Rolf Heine’s Lecture on Dementia given at Camphill Ghent
Notes by David Schwartz
Is dementia about losing one’s memory? What is memory? To live in the
present requires concentration. In order to concentrate memory needs
to be set aside. Dementia is a condition in which a person is submerged
in the ocean of memories and cannot forget, cannot separate or become
free from memory.
Four stages of dementia were described in the lecture:
Stage #1 The Threatened “I”: A person cannot remember something
like someone’s name. They cannot come into the present sufficiently to
concentrate. Anger or aggression may arise in the person who cannot
remember. This is the stage where the person feels that their “I” is
threatened. It is important for the caregiver not to judge or challenge the
behavior that arises from this situation, not to take it personally, but to
understand it and help.
Stage #2 The Confused “I”: A person is living too strongly in the past, in
their ocean of memories. They become disoriented. What am I doing
now? What happens next? The caregiver helps by giving the person
orientation in the present moment and guiding them to understand what
is to happen next.
Stage #3 The Lost “I”: In this stage the person is immersed/living in their
own world, realm, sphere of memories and cannot come into the present, into the place where they actually are on earth.
There may be an aversion to water/liquids. They prefer solid ground. Also, persons in this state may like animals. Music/
singing can be helpful. Finally, persons in this situation draw closer to the elemental world.
Stage #4 The Submerged/Detached “I”: In this situation the person is unresponsive, just sits, for example, like the Sphinx.
In this state, the person’s “I” has detached from the body. The lower “I” connected with the bodily existence may be
submerged, but the caregiver can ask: Where is the higher or true “I” of the person? This “I” may be felt to be above, outside
the body. The higher “I” is now not able to incarnate in the body.
Dementia needs a community of caregivers with a sense for actively helping. One caregiver alone is not sufficient. Dementia
speaks to us about the person being able to become old. Persons with dementia ask us to accept them as they are, not to
judge and challenge.
Dementia has meaning for the individual and for humanity as a whole. Dementia is about the loss of autonomy via the aging
process and the learning to accept this loss, learning to accept it in the body or in death, without a body. With dementia, the
person gives up autonomy on earth and discovers a new level of self-consciousness that is free of the body. In this sense, the
person learns that autonomy in the earthly sense is an illusion. They learn that they need others and life in community.
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IN REMEMBRANCE OF MY MOTHER, DOT ARONSON
amphill was a dream come true, that neither my mother nor I had dreamed.

In 2010 we had to sell the homestead in Medfield, Massachusetts which my father
and mother had originally designed and built in 1952. My mother was in need of a
home. She lived first with my brother and then with myself. My mother was alone,
reading most of each day. She was no longer driving and was dependent on me to
provide shelter, food, transportation, and socialization. We would have outings or
tea with my friends, go to doctor appointments and attend church, but I was
working full time.
When I retired, I began to see how much time my mother was staying in bed
reading. She often did not come downstairs in the morning for her breakfast and
her essential medications. I could not face the idea that my mother might not be
doing as well as I had hoped in my care. I contacted an Elder Consultant who asked
if had we thought about Assisted Living. I said, “I am my mother’s Assisted Living.”
We continued in conversation, the three of us. It was when my mother said how
much she missed reading books in German (she had a large library of books in
German from her teaching and Saengerchor days) that the consultant smiled and
suggested a visit to Camphill. The rest is history.
Each member of Camphill is treated with dignity and respect. They are honored for their elder status. I think my mother felt
valued again, not dependent on her offspring, not diminished. She could enjoy conversations with dining companions and in
other group settings. She still savored her reading time, but she was immediately drawn to Connie’s watercolor group. She
would become absorbed each week in some new watercolor landscape which, as time went on, surrounded the walls of her
room reflecting her beloved Medfield home, the Rangeley Lake camp and other scenes. She painted from memory her
maternal German grandparents’ homestead in Illingen, Germany and her paternal Irish grandparents’ home in Malden, MA.
While some people might assemble photo albums, journal and write memoirs, my mother created her life review in
watercolors. She also shared stories within her Poetry group which was another mainstay of her time at Camphill.
In her time at Camphill my mother not only renewed her creative energies, she reclaimed a part of her life which had been
dormant since we were forced to sell her home. Every December throughout her adult life, my mother would vanish into her
room to work at her desk and create “the Christmas card.” Her Christmas card allowed my mother to stay in contact with
distant family in Germany and friends who had moved around. It was not a simple Kodak photo moment. The earliest cards
were handmade linoleum block prints but she eventually moved onto her signature pen and ink sketches of the house and
stylized drawings of the six family members with the briefest highlight of each family member’s year. We were excited for the
finished product to be revealed. From 2010 Dot did not create another Christmas card. Then in 2016, after two years living in
Camphill, I found my mother immersed in creating another Christmas card honoring Christmases past. In 2017 she outdid
herself and created a three-page reprise of the Medfield house and Christmases past as a welcome acknowledgement of the
newest member of the family, her great granddaughter Margot - the fourth generation. The Christmas card is a symbol of my
mother’s creative energies but also her love of that season of the year and of trying to keep in touch with loved ones. I grieve
that there will be no more Christmas cards by Dot in my life, but I am grateful beyond words that she could get her sparkle
back while living in this community and had the chance to live fully once again and reconnect with her capabilities. When it is
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time for sharing on Christmas Eve, we know her spirit will be among us all.

WE REMEMBER
On October 5, Danny Clement (Tourmaline) welcomed his family,
friends, and our community to honor his mother Marion’s memory. We
heard about her love of music, her devotion to her family (particularly to
Danny), her ease in meeting new friends. Marion was a pianist, a
psychotherapist, a writer. Marion decided to join our community just two
weeks before she passed away. She is part of our Camphill Ghent family!
Marion Clement - + June 13, 2019

Linda Grubin - + Sept 2, 2018

Douglas Fithian - + Sept 14, 2015

Ren Haddon - + Oct 17, 2018

Robert Patterson - + Oct 26, 2015

Frances Williams - + Nov 2, 2014

Burton Weitzner - + Nov 5, 2014

Chop Sparks - + Nov 15, 2017

Jackie McKeon - + Nov 21, 2018

On the day I die, don’t weep.
Death has nothing to do
with going away.
The sun sets and the moon sets,
but they’re not gone.
Death is a coming together.
The human seed goes down
in the ground
like a bucket into the well
where Joseph is.
It grows
and comes up
full of some unimagined beauty.
Excerpt from “The Soul of Rumi:
A New Collection of Ecstatic Poems”
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“ Anytime of the year there's always something moving here - people
talking, plants blooming, seasons changing. It's a great representation of
life and transition. Aside from the beauty surrounding this community, there
is a sense of sacredness all around. So much dignity and grace everywhere
you look here! ”
- Tracy, Sean Vernon’s sister

SEND IN YOUR STORIES!
Items for the next issue of the Camphill Ghent Review must be submitted
by the 20th of the month.
Materials should be submitted to philip@camphillghent.org
All materials submitted are subject to editing and
is included on a space available basis.

